In this paper we describe a heuristic technique for solving the 2D find-path problem for a rigid mobile body amidst a set of fixed obstacles of arbitrary shapes. The proposed approach tackles path planning as an informed search process in discrete configuration space. Three heuristics are proposed to guide this search process, all of them relying on a global path computed from the R-MAT model of free-space ( a retraction of MA T defined specifically for path planning ). One of the heuristics guides the evolution of the two Cartesian degrees of freedom of the mobile body along the search, while the remaining two guide the evolution of its rotational degree of freedom. The benefits derived from the use of the proposed heuristics are twofold: on the one hand, a speed-up of the search process as compared to noninformed search algorithms is attained, and on the other hand, the features of the resulting solution path can be somewhat controlled. Other advantages and shortcomings of the proposed path planning approach are discussed, with the practical interest of the overall process being justified by the experimental results obtained.
Introduction
Path planning is an open research field with an outstanding interest for the future development of robotics. This interest derives from the fact that the design of both high-level robot programming languages and navigation algorithms for mobile robots require the existence of an efficient and flexible enough solution to the find-path problem.
In this work we tackle a particular instance of the general find-path problem, namely the problem of finding a collision-free path for a rigid mobile body among a set of fixed obstacles in a 2D environment precisely known a priori. No restrictions are imposed on the shape of the mobile body or on the shape of the obstacles. Three degrees of freedom are assumed for the mobile body: two translational (X, Y) and one rotational (0). The find-path problem we have tackled has already been dealth with in the past by several authors (Lozano-P6rez and Wesley 1979; Brooks 1983; O'Dunlaing, Sharir, and Yap 1983; Brooks and Lozano-P6rez 1985; Kant and Zucker 1985. However, the solutions proposed to date to solve it suf~'er from one or more of the following drawbacks:
The time they require to converge to a solution is still too high for real applications, especially for real-time ones.
The constraints they impose on the general problem (e.g., the shape they assume for the obstacles or the mobile body) are too severe to represent a problem of practical interest. The trajectories they generate have some unwanted features (e.g., they lead the mobile body to rub against the obstacles) that make them inadequate for practical purposes. They provide poor or no control over the features of the resulting path. The approach we propose partially alleviates these drawbacks by using heuristics in the path planning process.
Overview of the Proposed Approach
Under the configuration space (C-space) approach (Lozano-P6rez 1983), we have tackled path planning as a search process in discrete configuration space, viewed as a d-dimensional graph.' The reasons that led us to adopt the C-space approach for path planning are the generality and the simplicity of the method. However, two problems that must be solved for the configuration space approach to become an adequate tool for path planning are (1) how to efficiently build configuration space, and (2) how to efficiently conduct a search process in configuration space. With no effective solution to these problems, the theoretical attractiveness of the configuration space approach is of no practical use due to the lack of a computationally feasible implementation.
In this paper, we have solved the C-space building problem by obviating it-that is, by working with an implicitly defined configuration space. To develop the search process in C-space, our approach makes use of a function that ascertains whether a given configuration represents a colliding position of the mobile body or not. The only part of C-space that is explicitly stored is the one already explored by the search process. Not resorting to an explicitly built configuration space leads to outstanding time and space savings. In addition, it makes the design of search strategies more difficult, since a high-level model of configuration space is not available.
To speed up the search process while working with an implicitly defined configuration space, we have resorted to several heuristics. All the heuristics we propose are based on the knowledge of a global path. This global path can be seen as a solution to the find-path problem tackled when assuming a point-like mobile body. This path is supposed to have good chances of being reasonably close to the Cartesian projection of some configuration space solution path. By making use of this global path, it is possible to speed up the search process and to somewhat control the features of the resulting solution path, as will be shown in the following sections.
A related C-space heuristic approach to 3D path planning was proposed by Donald (1987) . It consists of a local search process guided by the shape of C-surfaces in a neighborhood of the point under consideration. The main difference with our approach is the absence of global information to guide the search. In addition, our approach falls in the retraction tradition (Yap 1986), and it is totally discrete, while Donald's approach is more of a cell-decomposition type, and despite relying on a C-space grid, it does not require a discretization of surfaces.
The R-MAT Model of Free Space
The global paths we use to guide the search for a solution path in configuration space are computed from the retracted medial axis transform (R-MAT) model of free space. R-MAT is a subset of the medial axis transform (MAT), topologically equivalent to it, and exhibiting some interesting advantages in front of the MAT for path planning purposes. In what follows we shall briefly introduce the R-MAT model of free space as well as its building algorithm. A more thorough description of this model and its properties, together with the proof of the correctness of the proposed building procedure, can be found in Ilari (1987) . It should be noted that the search heuristics introduced later in section 5 are not tied to this particular free-space representation. As we shall see, their applicability only depends on the knowledge of a global path and not on the particular procedure leading to its computation. The fact that we have used the R-MAT model to compute global paths has been motivated by the adequacy of this structure to represent free space and not by any conceptual dependence of the proposed heuristics on this free-space model.
A Formal Introduction to R-MAT
Intuitively, the R-MAT model is the &dquo;smallest&dquo; unambiguous connected subset of the MAT that can be reached from every point in free space through a straight line motion preserving the clearance. In other words, for every disk placed in free space, a rectilinear collision-free path should exist through which the disk can reach R-MAT. Thus, MAT (F) extends Vor (F) by including the clearance at each of its points.
Given topological spaces X and X', we recall the following three definitions from topology: DEF. 4: A retraction of X into S C X is a continuous function r: X -S such that r(s) = s, V s E S. DEF. 5: A homotopy between two continuous maps g and g' of X into X' is a continuous map f X X [0, 1] ] ~ X' such that f (x, 0) = g(x) andf(x, 1) = g'(x). DEF. 6: S C_ X is a deformation retract of X if there exist a retraction r. X -> S and a homotopy ~ X X [0, 1 ] ~ X between the identity function and r, such thatf(s, t) = s, d s E S and V t E [0, 1 ].
It is well-known that Vor (F) is a deformation retract of F. Let [ pv] B{ p, v}. DEF. 7: S C F fulfills the clearance-preserving visibility property iff tl p E F, 3v c S such that'd q E ]pv], cl(q) > cl(p).
It is easy to prove (Ilari 1987 ) that Vor (F) fulfills the clearance-preserving visibility property. Let Bx p) stand for the disk of radius r centered at p. DEF. 8: p E F is a clearance maximum if 3 r > 0 such that V q E Br (p), cl(P) ~ cl(q).
DEF. 9: The basis of the Voronoi diagram (which we will denote by b-Vor (F)) is the minimum connected subset of Vor (F) containing all its cycles and clearance maxima.
From the above definition it follows that Vor (F) = b-Vor (F) U ( 7 §);, 1 _ _ ,~ , where (T;);-1, _ _ ,~ is a family of tree-shaped Vor (F) subsets rooted at Vor (F).
A precedence relation on the Vor (F) points can then be established: DEF. 10: Given PI , p2 c Vor (F), p, is an ancestor of p2 iff p, is on the way from P2 to some b-Vor (F) point along Vor (F).
DEF. 11: S C Vor (F) fulfills the tree-following clearance-preserving visibility property iff dp E F, 3v E S such that:
1. v is an ancestor of r,( p) [i.e., of the image of p under the retraction of F upon Vor (F)]. 2. Vr such that r is an ancestor of rl(p) and v is an ancestor of r, ] pr] preserves the clearance of p (V q E ]pr], cl(q) > cl(p». Obviously, Vor (F) fulfills the tree-following clearance-preserving visibility property, if we accept that a Vor (F) point is an ancestor of itself. DEF. 12: R-Vor (F) is the minimum deformation retract of Vor (F) retaining its tree-following clearance-preserving visibility property.
It has been proven (Ilari 1987 ) that R-Vor (F) is a well-defined set. R-Vor (F) is the result of removing from Vor (F) portions of the tree-shaped subsets {T;};=1, .. n mentioned above. The removed branches are those linking R-Vor (F) to the concave comers of obstacles (Fig. 1 ), therefore being irrelevant for path planning. Because of this, most of the Vor (F) branches arising from noise in the boundaries of ob- These branches do not appear in (B). stacles (Fig. 2 ) do not appear in R-Vor (F). These considerations imply that R-Vor (F) is both less verbose and less sensitive to noise in the boundary of the shape it describes than Vor (F), and thus make R-Vor (F) a more appropriate data structure for path planning than Vor (F). DEF. 13: The retracted medial axis transform of F is the set: R-MAT (F) = ((p, cl(p)) E F X 911 p E R-Vor (F)).
Thus, R-MAT (F) has a topological structure analogous to that of R-Vor (F), but it incorporates information relative to the clearance of its points.
R-MAT (F) Building Algorithm
Let B(F) denote the boundary of F and assume that it is composed only of straight line segments. In this case, Vor (F) consists exclusively of rectilinear segments and arcs of parabola. We shall refer to both B(F) vertices and B(F) segments as B(F) elements. Each of the Vor (F) rectilinear segments and arcs of parabola of minimal equidistance from two particular B(F) elements will be called a Vor (F) element. Each Vor (F) element has two B(F) elements associated and it is a minimal equidistance from a connected subset of each one of them. These connected subsets are the B(F) subelements associated with the Vor (F) element considered.
There is an efficient procedure for building R-Vor (F), which proceeds by pruning Vor (F) according to the following steps:
I . Identify all B(F) elements (segments and concave vertices). 2. Build Vor (F) and identify the Vor (F) elements (rectilinear segments and arcs of parabola). 3. Identify all the Vor (F) clearance maxima and all the Vor (F) paths joining these maxima as well as all the existing cycles so as to build b-Vor (F). 4. Identify the points where the clearance-preserving visibility cones of the end points of the several Vor (F) elements not belonging to b-Vor (F) intersect their respective lines of ancestors.
5. Starting from the tips of all Vor (F) branches, execute a pruning process following their lines of ancestors and stop when reaching:
(a) A point where more than two non-pruned branches converge.
(b) A point belonging to b-Vor (F). (c) One of the stopping points identified in step 4.
The proof that this algorithm effectively converges to R-MAT (F) can be found in Ilari (1987) . Fig. 3 . Pin. Pout, and PR-M,a,T as related to the global path P-'p ~ Pin U P~t-n,tw'r U Poutand (b) the initial (p°) and final (pf) positions2 of the mobile body within its work space. With only minor changes, the procedure we are going to describe can be used to compute MAT-based global paths.
Computing an R-MAT-based Global Path
The global path P we are looking for is intended to follow the lines of maximum clearance defined by R-MAT (F). Thus P can be conceptually split up into three subpaths (see Fig. 3 ):
1. P;n (the approximation subpath), going from pl to An with p;n E R-MAT (F), 2. Pout (the withdrawal subpath), going from Pout to pf with Pout E R-MAT (F), and 3. PR-~T (the R-MAT subpath), going from p;n to pout along R-MAT (F). Now the question is how to compute P~, Po&dquo;t, and PR-MnT P in should define the Cartesian projection of a configuration space path allowing the mobile body M to go from Co (the initial configuration) to some configu-ration having its Cartesian component belonging to R-MAT (F). Ideally, Pin should be computed by means of a C-space search process. However, as we shall see in the following paragraphs, since it is not necessary that Pin can be strictly followed by M but only that it be close enough to some Cartesian path fulfilling this property, it is possible to make use of approximate criteria to compute the approximation subpath. A simple and rather intuitive heuristic leading to good experimental results consists of taking as P~ the rectilinear segment joining p° to pin the R-MAT (F) point closest to p° such that [ p°p;~] intersects no obstacles. Obviously, an analogous criterion can be used to compute Po&dquo;t (the withdrawal subpath) going from Pout to pf, the final position of the mobile body.
More elaborate criteria must be used to compute PR.MAT, because it is through this subpath that we are going to control the features of the final solution path. Since R-MAT (F) can be viewed as a graph having a node associated with Pin' pout and with every R-MAT (F) point having one or more than two neighbors, an arc associated with every R-MAT (F) branch joining two of the aforementioned nodes, and a set of attributes associated with each arc (such as the length of the corresponding branch; its maximum, minimum, and average clearance; or its maximum, minimum, and average curvature), the P~_~,T computation can be tackled as an informed search process within the R-MAT (F) graph from the p;n node to the Pout one. Along this search process, the cost associated with the several arcs will be a function of the characteristics desired on the final path. Thus, for instance, if looking for the shortest solution path, the cost associated with the several arcs should be a direct function of the length of their corresponding R-MAT (F) branches. If looking for the safest solution path, the cost associated with the R-MAT (F) arcs should be an inverse function of the clearance of their corresponding branches. Obviously, other criteriadepending on the features wanted for the final solution path-could be used to define the costs of the several R-MAT (F) branches. Figure 4 (A, B, and C) shows, for a given find-path problem, the global paths resulting from the application of different cost functions when computing PR-MAT (D). These cost functions are Fig. 4 . Global paths obtained when using (A) Cost,, (B) Cost,,, and (C) Cost/was cost functions to compute the optimal global path from p;t o Pout within the R-MAT' (F) structure depicted in (D). the following ones:
1. The first one-denoted by Costi-is intended to promote short paths and will lead, through the application of a uniform-cost graph search algorithm, to the shortest path along R-MAT (F) from pO to p~. Its recursive definition is straightforward:
Costl(P° ... n~,+,) = Costl(pO ... n,~) + length(nm nm+ ~ ) where ( p°n 1 ... nn) stands for the path going through nodes pO, n I' ... n,,, and length (nmnm+l) stands for the length of the R-MAT (F) branch linking node nm and node rtm+1-Cost¡(nk) (that is, the cost of a path with only one node) is taken to be 0. 2. The second cost function-denoted by Costwis intended to promote wide paths, and will lead, through the application of a uniform-cost graph search algorithm, to the path from po to pfexhibiting the maximum minimum clearance. Its recursive definition is also straightforward :
where min.width (nmnm+l) stands for the minimum clearance of the R-MAT (F) branch linking node nm and node nm+r . Costjnk) (that is, the cost of a path with only one node) is taken to be -width(nk) (minus the clearance of node nk). 3. The third cost function-denoted by Cost,wis intended to promote simultaneously wide and short paths by combining the minimum clearance and the length of the different branches. Its recursive definition is a simple one:
In the above expression, Cost¡w(nk) (that is, the cost of a path with only one node) is taken to be 0.
In all of the three cases, an A* search process was used to compute PR_M,a,T, the optimal path from Pin to Pout within the R-MAT (F) structure. Once this optimal path was found the global path computation was straightforward, since P = P;n U PR-MAT U Pout (see Fig.   3 ).
Path Planning as a Search in C-space
We have already mentioned that the approach we have followed to tackle the 2D find-path problem is to reduce it to a search process in discrete configuration space. Graph searching is a widely studied topic for which several algorithms have been devised. However, the huge size of the discrete configuration space graph prevents the use of most of these algorithms due to their time and/or space requirements that make them impractical. This invalidates, for instance, blind search algorithms for path planning and makes informed search algorithms mandatory if a reasonable response time is to be attained.
Within the class of informed search procedures, two categories of algorithms can be distinguished depending on whether they use local or global information to guide the search process. Local search algorithms make use of information coming from a small portion of the state space. This, on the one hand, facilitates the evaluation of the promise of a given configuration space node, but on the other hand, makes this evaluation highly unreliable. Global search algorithms, on the contrary, make use of information concerning the whole state space. They achieve a greater reliability (and hence a greater search efficiency) at the cost of a more complex evaluation of the several situations arising during the search. Thus they constitute the right choice when search efficiency is mandatory.
To undertake a global search process in configuration space, we have resorted to a best-first algorithm. It was the simplicity of this search algorithm, together with its capability to incorporate heuristic information, that suggested the convenience of using it for path planning purposes. Best-first algorithms make use of an evaluation cost function f, allowing an estimate of the promise of the nodes so far generated, so as to expand at each stage of the search the most promising node.
Best-first algorithms have already been used for path-planning purposes: in Thompson ( 1977) and Lozano-P6rez and Wesley (1979) they are used for looking for the shortest path in a visibility graph; in Chatila (1982) , they are used for global path planning, (once a global model of physical space has been built), and in Faverjon (1984) they are also used for global path planning (once the configuration space has been modelled as an octree). Traditionally, however, when used for path planning, best-first algorithms have been based on local cost functions evaluating the promise of a given node as a function of its Euclidean distance to the goal node. This kind of cost function has three severe drawbacks:
1. It is intrinsically local and, hence, shows a poor search performance. 2. It gives place to solution paths along which the mobile body constantly rubs against the obstacles. These paths are very difficult to be followed in practice by real robots due to inaccuracy problems. 3. They do not permit control of the features of the solution path to which they converge. The global heuristic functions we are going to introduce in the following paragraphs partially alleviate these problems by making use of the information conveyed by the global path.
Proposed Heuristics
The global path computed as described in section 3.1 I defines the topological features of the solution path that the search process will look for. We propose two classes of heuristics to make use of the information provided by this global path to guide the search for a solution path in configuration space. The first one guides the evolution of the Cartesian degrees of free dom of the mobile body along the search, while the second one guides the evolution of its rotational degree of freedom.
Cartesian Heuristics
The evaluation function most widely used in previous best-first implementations is based on the Euclidean distance from a given node to the goal. Calling this heuristic function Izdeuc w here c = (c I , C 2, ... , cn) represents the C-space node under evaluation and cf= (cn , cf2, ... , cfn) stands for the goal node. From its very definition, it follows that l2deuc promotes the configuration space nodes close to the goal node, an intrinsically local search policy that does not take into account the distribution of the obstacles within the work space and thus leads to inefficient search strategies.
The basic heuristic function we propose to guide the evolution of the Cartesian degrees of freedom of the mobile body along the search is a global one and promotes the configuration space nodes whose Cartesian projection is close to pf along the previously computed global path. This heuristic function is based on the definition of d~ (distance over the global path), a new metric in physical space (R2).
dgp~ Keeping Close to pf Along the Global Path Given a path P and two points p' and p2 in N', the distance from p to p2 over P [d~{ p', p2)] is defined as follows:
where pP stands for the P-point closer to p 1, p2 p stands for the P-point closer to p2 and dp(pP, pp) stands for the distance from p p to p2 along P.3 It is easy to see that d~ verifies the properties of a distance:
The physical interpretation of the d~ metric, as compared to the Euclidean one, can be found in Figure 5 . dgp allows us to define a new evaluation function hd~ to be used in the best-first search algorithm. This evaluation function is simply defined as: < where c represents the C-space node being considered, p stands for the Cartesian projection of c, and pf stands for the Cartesian projection of cf(the goal configuration). d~ is defined over the global path computed as described in section 2.
Since pi E P (it is one of its endpoints), pf = $p and thus, de&dquo;G ( pP, pf ) = 0. This determines that, using equation (1), hdgp(c) can be simply expressed as:
In the above expression, dp(pp, pf) can be computed a priori for all points belonging to P and subsequently applied on-line in constant time. Furthermore, deuc(p, pp) can be computed in constant time, too, once p has been found. pp (the P-point closest to p) can be found without preprocessing in time O(n), where n stands for the number of points in P. With 0(n log n) preprocessing, pp can be found in time O(log n) (Preparata and Shamos 1985) . The above considerations suggest that the introduction of hd~ as heuristic evaluation function in the best-first algorithm has no serious computational shortcomings.
By using hd,, as node evaluation function within a best-first search process in configuration space, we are assigning a higher promise to the C-space nodes whose Cartesian components are close to the goal node along the proposed global path. This makes the search concentrate on the neighborhood of the global path, therefore naturally avoiding the existing obstacles. The result is a more efficient search process as compared to local search algorithms (see section 6).
Orientation Heuristics
hdg, does not take into account the orientation of the mobile body along the search. However, orientation constitutes a key factor in the solution of many 2D find-path problems. Thus it seems reasonable to complement hd ~ with heuristics related to this concept.
In what follows, two such functions, h~~, and hdogp, will be described. These functions do not constitute a closed list, and depending on the features of the findpath problem tackled, it can be more advisable to use other functions to complement h~~~> when evaluating the promise of a given C-space node. Thus the selfsame selection of the most appropriate heuristic functions constitutes a heuristic decision.
hor~: Orienting the Mobile Body According to the Tangent to the Global Path.
The ho~,~ heuristic requires that every point in free space be assigned what we shall call its most suitable orientation, so as to promote along the search the orientations close to this one. It is very likely that there does not exist a general answer to the question of which should be considered the most suitable orientation for a given free-space point. It should be the one with the best chances of overcoming, with the fewest reorientations, future bottlenecks along the proposed path. Following this idea, we have selected as the most suitable orientation for the mobile body at p the orientation tangent to global path P at pP. We shall denote this orientation by o( pp). Now an orientation-based heuristic function hortgp can be naturally defined as follows:
where o is the orientation that, together with position p, characterizes configuration c, and & stands for the ring distance defined by: no being the number of orientations allowed for M.
The heuristic function Aortgp has a precise physical meaning. hor~ will attain its minimum when the ref- Fig. 6 . The value of hortgp is minimum for the orientation of the mobile body shown in (A) and maximum for that shown in (B). In (A), the mobile body is better oriented to overcome future bottlenecks. erence axis of the mobile body is oriented in the direction of the global path. The use of hortgp will promote along the search the orientations that minimize the projection of M onto a line perpendicular to the tangent to the proposed global path. These orientations are the ones that should offer the greatest chances of overcoming future obstacle bottlenecks with few reorientations (Fig. 6) . The use of this heuristic function should also result in a solution path with better clear- The definition of the heuristic function hdn~ is very similar to the hdgp one. However, while hd~, was defined considering only a reference point mr of M (around which M was assumed to be able to rotate), hdn gp is defined taking into account a set of points (mi) of M:
where p' represents the position of poing mi when M is in configuration (p, o). han ~ is especially sensitive to the orientation of M as long as, for a given position of M, there are points of the set {m') remaining in different sides of the global path when varying the orientation of the mobile body. Thus the closer the mobile body to the global path, the better hdngp will discriminate between the orientations . following the global path and those departing from it. Figure 7 illustrates this fact for a simple case in which the mobile body is rectangular and the global path in the neighborhood of M is rectilinear. In addition to discriminating between the merits of the differ- 
Combining the Proposed Heuristics
The heuristic functions introduced in the subsections above can be freely combined. Depending on their relative weights within the total evaluation function £ different heuristic functions will result. The behavior of the proposed best-first search process will thus depend on the partial heuristic functions selected, as well as on the relative weights assigned to them. This offers a rich choice of heuristic functions as well as the possibility of tuning the behavior of any given one by adjusting the relative weights of the partial functions composing it. This tuning can be executed automatically by learning programs. Fig. 4(C) .
Experimental Results
functions within a best-first algorithm to solve a protypical find-path problem.
Several indicators are displayed in each figure to permit comparison of the different resulting search processes, as regards both their computational costs and the quality of the solutions they provide. Search algorithms are usually implemented by means of two lists, named OPEN (nodes that have been generated, but not yet expanded) and CLOSED (nodes that have been expanded). The number of nodes contained in these lists (especially those in CLOSED) at termination of the search process constitutes the most common measure of the computational cost of search algorithms (Pearl 1984) . Thus, in each figure, the number of nodes in OPEN and those in CLOSED at termination of the corresponding search process are indicated. Moreover, the length of a solution (number of nodes in the resulting path) is a factor to take into consideration when evaluating the quality of a solution, and as such it is also provided in each figure.
In Figure 8 , f = g + ~euc' that is, the best-first algorithm applied is an A* one. More precisely, to improve search efficiency, we have resorted to A* (Pearl 1984) , with E = 0. This means that among the nodes with the same cost, the ones closer to the goal node -will be expanded first. Since hdeu, is admissible, this algorithm is guaranteed to converte go the shortest path. The computational cost (measured as the number of nodes expanded during the search) is very high. The Fig. 1 l. f = hdgp + 2 . hortgp. The global path used by the search process is the one depicted in Fig. 4(C) . Fig. 12 . f = hdngp. The global path used by the search process is the one depicted in Fig. 4(C) . mobile body rubs most of the time against the obstacles. There is no control over the features of the resulting path. Fig. 13 . f= hdngp' The global path used by the search process is the one depicted in Fig. 4(A) . Fig . 14. f = hdngp' The global path used by the search process is the one depicted in Fig. 4(B) . In Figures 10, 11 , and 12, the find-path problem is solved by making use of the three heuristic functions previously introduced. The global path on which the proposed heuristics base their operation is the one depicted in Fig. 4(C) . This global path was intended to minimize the length of the solution path while at the same time maximizing the minimum clearance of the path to the goal position. In order to improve the efficiency of the above-mentioned heuristics among all Table 1 . Search Heuristics Peformance the nodes with the same cost, those closest along the global path to the goal position are expanded first. When the goal position is reached, the nodes that are first expanded are those closest to the goal configuration. In the three cases, the control over the final solution path is exerted through the global path used to guide the search.
In Figure 10 , fhdgp. The computational cost has also decreased as compared to blind search algorithms. Moreover, the distance from the mobile body to the obstacles has increased.
In Figure 11 , f = hdgp + 2 -hor~,. The convergence rate has improved as compared to blind search algorithms, and the average distance of the mobile body to the obstacles has increased in relation to the solution depicted in Figure 10 .
In Figure 12 , f = hdngp' Three reference points were selected along the main axis of the mobile body. The computational cost and the clearance of the resulting path can be seen to have improved also, as compared to the results obtained with previous heuristics.
In Figures 12, 13 , and 14, the same heuristic function ( f = hdn gp) is used to solve the find-path problem tackled. Now, however, three different global paths are used. The solution shown in Figure 12 is based on the global path depicted in Figure 4 (C), while the solution in Figure 13 is based on the global path in Figure   4 (A), and the solution path shown in Figure 14 is based on the global path depicted in Figure 4(B) . These figures illustrate the control over the features of the final solution path that can be exerted through an adequate selection of the global path used in the search process. (S) is the ratio of the number of nodes expanded by A*(c *) to that expanded by the corresponding algorithm (c). The lengthening coefficient (L) is the ratio of the length of the solution path (1) found by the corresponding algorithm to that found by A*(I*). These two coefficients are common measures used to evaluate the relative performance of search algorithms (Pearl 1984) . The S/L ratio is the result of dividing the speed-up coefficient by the lengthening coefficient. Note that the S/L ratio confers the same importance to the lengthening of the solution path as to the amount of speed-up in search. However, it seems clear that doubling the speed of search does not compensate for doubling the length of the solution path. Somehow, lengthening the solution path has an exponential cost with respect to the speedup in search attained. The gain coefficient (G ) is an attempt to weight the lengthening of the solution path exponentially with respect to the speed-up in search and is computed as follows: speed-up derived from using f = hdeuc, which is only of the order of 10. The lengthening of the solution path is obviously higher when the global path has been computed using the cost function Cost~. The S/L ratio also ranks the use of/= hdngp with Costly in the first place. Finally, in terms of the G coefficient, the heuristic search procedures proposed also outperform the blind search procedures tried, except in the last case, which is based on a global path that maximizes clearance from obstacles disregarding path length.
From the analysis of Table I and from similar results obtained for other environments and mobile bodies (Ilari 1987) , we conclude that the heuristics we have proposed have considerable interest to guide the search for a path in configuration space, since they speed up the search process, they improve the clearance properties of the resulting path, and they permit some control over the features of the resulting path.
This control is attained through the selection of the cost function used to compute the global path, which will be used to guide the search in configuration space and whose properties will be somewhat inherited by the resulting solution path.
Backtracking
The Cartesian global path computed as described in section 2 can have no associated C-space solution path. In this case, using it to guide the local search process will not save time but will make the search process keep on exploring nodes with no chances of leading to a solution path. The result will be not only the loss of the benefits derived from guiding the search by means of the global path, but also a notable loss of efficiency of the resulting search process as compared with noninformed search methods (obviously, it is better not guiding the search at all than guiding it in the wrong direction). Thus we are interested in detecting the cases where the global planner proposes a global path that has no associated solution path, as well as in foreseeing adequate measures to apply in such circumstances.
It can be concluded that a global path has no associated solution path when during the search process:~ a great deal of backtracking is detected along the proposed global path, and no other orientations allowing the mobile body to keep on progressing along the proposed path can be found.
When these conditions are met, the search process must be stopped in order to avoid a continual fruitless expansion of C-space nodes, something that would go against the efhciency of the search process. Then the free-space model has to be updated so as to reflect the recent failure. This updating will consist of either eliminating, or splitting into two, one of its branches (obviously, the one associated with the bottleneck that the mobile body has been unable to pass through). Once the high-level representation of free space has been updated, the global planner should be asked for a new global path. This global path will then be transferred to the local search process, which will again try to refine it. The overall process will be repeated until a solution path is found or the global planner is unable to propose a new global path, in which case it will be concluded that there does not exist a solution to the find-path problem considered. Obviously, the completeness of the procedure will depend on the correctness of the backtracing criteria used.
Improving the Resulting Path
In some cases, from a practical point of view, collision-free paths computed as described above may have some unwanted features. The most frequent ones are to evolve too far away from the obstacles and/or to show a rather jagged appearance. This is because the proposed search process promotes collision-free paths following the proposed global path, which in turn follows the MAT lines and is not guaranteed to evolve smoothly or to be at an adequate distance from the obstacles. On the one hand, the search strategy we have proposed has been shown to save search time, but on the other hand, it may lead to sudden direction changes, and when going through wide corridors, it can make the mobile body execute unnecessary detours.
To overcome these problems, path relaxation tech- niques (Thorpe 1984 ) can be used. Path relaxation constitutes a simple and fast answer to the need of eliminating unnecessary detours from a solution path, whatever the method employed to compute it. Path relaxation methods work by adjusting each node position in turn, using only local information. The procedure is repeated until no node moves farther than some prespecified small amount. During the relaxation process, the nodes have their motion limited by workspace obstacles. The direction and the magnitude of the motion of the various nodes can be computed according to different criteria, depending on the characteristics desired for the final path.
-A simple updating rule that eliminates unnecessary detours from the original path and exhibits in practice a good convergence rate consists in moving each node to the midpoint between its two neighboring nodes. The first and the last nodes remain fixed, because they represent the initial and the final positions of the mobile body. A simple example of the application of this procedure can be found in Figure 15 .
The above considerations naturally lead to the idea of combining the search heuristics introduced in this paper with path relaxation techniques, so as to take advantage of the benefits of both methods. This yields convergence to fairly appropriate solution paths, with a relatively low computational cost.
Summary and Conclusions
We have described a two-stage approach to path planning consisting of first finding a global path in Cartesian space and then refining it through a local search process in configuration space. The first stage has led to the definition of the R-MAT model of free space, while the second has entailed the design and implementation of three heuristics. R-MAT constitutes an attempt to simplify MAT in a way that retains as much clearance and connectivity information useful for path planning as possible. While other similar attempts at simplification have been in the direction of lowering the algebraic complexity of the surfaces defining a Voronoi-type freespace model (Canny and Donald 1987) , the simplification here is instead attained by eliminating irrelevant branches in the representation.
It has been shown that R-MAT exhibits two properties that make it especially well-suited for path planning purposes: a reduced verbosity when compared with MAT-based representations, and a lower sensitivity to noise. The use of this structure in other fields (e.g., in pattern recognition) must still be explored.
The joint operation of the global path planning procedure and the local search process offers interesting possibilities for 2D path planning. It allows a faster search process, a convergence to safer solution paths, and some control over the features of these solution paths. The solution paths obtained by making use of the proposed heuristics may have some unwanted features that can be corrected by means of path relaxation methods.
The use of a global path to develop adequate heuristics for the 2D path planning problem can be assimilated to the idea of using information provided by simplified models (Pearl 1984 ). The simplified model would be, in this case, the 2D find-path problem for a point-like mobile body.
When relaxing the admissibility requirement (that is, when not imposing that the solution be optimal), the use of heuristics to tackle the 2D find-path problem offers a wide research field that to date has been only slightly explored. Following this idea, we are currently working at the Institut de Cibernètica on the application of the heuristics described in this paper to efficiently tackle the problem of computing 3D collision-free paths for Cartesian and for Scara-type robots.
